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Phonotropic Blindness
live cinema, multichannel sound
Marienbad festival, Mariánské Lázně

Audiovisual composition enlivening the water element in its various forms: from the whimsical bubbling of mineral 
springs, through the flow of water tamed in pipes to the dark roar of the depths of the seas and oceans with the 
ingredients of the sounds of shipping, communications and industry. The multi-channel sound composition reveals 
the fragile relationships between micro- and macro-events in the underground water and industrial ambient. The 
live performance evokes not only alchemical experiments and pagan rituals, but also microscopic observations of 
natural processes and laboratory analyzes of the chemical composition of substances. Detailed shots of natural ele-
ments and abstract shapes created by changes in the frequency of sound evoke a hypnotically magical experience. 
However, the surrounding sounds and their visualizations also draw attention to inattention to the increasing sound 
pollution of water surfaces. The project is part of an ongoing series of sound compositions dedicated to critical 
sound pollution in various forms and intensities. 



Calendarium Cæli MMXIX
in collaboration with: Sára Vybíralová
solo exhibition - curator: Gabriela Kotiková, text: Mariana Serranová 
Jeleni Gallery, Center for Contemporary Arts Prague

In western understanding, social time, as opposed to astronomical time, is postulated as reality, as well as fiction. It is determined by the rhythm 
of collective life within the space delineated by society. As such, it is independent on the homogenic, uniform and continual astronomical time. 
In his work Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness, Henri Bergson, places in contrast the „inner“ qualitative time 
and the „outer“ quantitative time. The topic of time defined by our consciousness as duration is later treated by psychology as physiological or 
biological time, while other concepts emphasize the multiplicity of sociocultural time.

In the undertone of the endless discourse about temporality in the previous century, there is a palpable effort to gain control over the flow of 
time, while the discomfort from the political dimension of time in a schedule dictated by the social system constitutes an independent chapter. 
Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze opened their schizophrenic cards on the field of metaphysical antagonism of cosmos and chaos. Their creativ-
ity aspiring, Chaosmosis, articulates the paradigm of nonlinear time in the spirit of the new millennium. They match the controllable principle of 
chaos to the welcomed challenge of searching for harmony and new order.

The project Calendarium Cæli originated as a time-lapse of the transforming sky. It empathetically connects the accidentalness of the human 
body and the cyclical rhythm it transcends.  The timing continuity and open multiplicity is an intentionally important dimension of this project. Mi-
chal Kindernay uses an image composition to map the astronomical year, the result of which is a consequent synthesis of 24 hours, 12 months, 
and 365 days. One day in the vertical diagram consists of 4,320 images, while the full year consists of 1,576,800 images. The chronological order 
of the calendar days documents the development of light and wind conditions, as well as humidity throughout the whole year.

The project sound track consists of a collection of recordings in random order produced by the co-author of the project, Sára Vybíralová. The 
existing number of recordings increases during the exhibition, by including other visitors, reaching the symbolic total of 365. The voices of the 
participants speak about specifically dated events of the past year that had a personal meaning for them. The objectively and passively observed 
time that takes place “above”, is linked with the year that is subjective, random, and emotive.

Michal Kindernay’s concentrated interest in topics such as the climate, the weather, and time is not new to him. For example, in his last year’s 
projection for the exhibition Till Something Happens (GAMU, 2019), the artist introduced a time-lapse projection of the sky, which reaches an 
astounding compression in the project Calendarium Cæli. The authentic hollow sound, as if from space, and the mathematically exact projection 
create a contrast with the diverse and emotively coloured messages carrying various content. The invitation to participate offers a new significant 
dimension to the sky above Prague – a transformation occurs on its background, and the single event becomes history.

video link on demand



Voices and Sounds of the Vršovice Railway
curator: Jitka Hlaváčková, artist: Michal Kindernay
interdisciplinary team: Pavel Borecký, Jitka Hlaváčková, Michal Kindernay, Barbora Matysová, Lynda Zein 

Industrial area of   the railway line in Prague’s Vršovice (Botič - Zahradní město), which has several months left until final closure, demolition and 
subsequent conversion into a new function. It is an interesting type of inner city periphery with semi-wild nature and beautiful technical monu-
ments. The operation of the line will be diverted to a new corridor by 12 December 2020, creating a four-kilometer-long strip of post-industrial 
landscape with interesting potential for new uses. It seems important to us not only to try to record the most interesting characteristics of the 
current state, but also to try to make important industrial and landscape elements visible, which will help preserve memory and part of the char-
acter, help not kill “ innovative development. We therefore decided to carry out interdisciplinary research with partial artistic outputs - in the form 
of sound recordings, photo and video documentation and interviews with local residents. One of the key events will be a public happening with 
an artistic intervention at the Prague - Strašnice stop on 13 December 2020. 

The soundmap and additional documentation will be presented on special website of the project in april 2021.



Heavy Heaven
video installation, multichannel sound
group exhibition - The Earth – Current way of living
Gallery of Emil Filla,  Ustí nad Labem, Czech Republic, 2019
Courtesy of t The Gallery of Modern Art in Hradec Králové
 
Michal Kindernay’s video deals with the message about the end of the world. It is an everyday look at the sky inter-
woven by aircraft lacerations. If globally we are supposed to reduce the carbon footprint both in industry and overall 
society, then airports are growing without any criticism, more terminals and runways are being built, or even whole 
brand new airports. What is the actual price of cheap and comfortable transport in the sky though?

Average emissions of air transport grow nearly 6 % a year, which could be compared to how much about 50 large 
coal power plants can produce (report by International Council on Clean Transport, ICCT). If such development 
continues, air transport emissions will become the main cause of greenhouse gases in the long-term prospect. 
Engine exhaust gases contain several hundreds of substances that harm the environment. In 2016 world airlines 
transported 3,8 billion passengers within about 35,8 million flights.That means planes produce about 781 million 
tons of carbon dioxide, which makes about 2 % of all human emissions a year. In 2017 it even increased to 4,1 
billion pas- sengers (over 7% growth). Above that, analysts predict that until 2035, airlines will have transported 
6,9 billion passengers. Thanks to none or low tax on air fuel, air transport has advantage in competition with other 
types of transport, caused by lower transport costs. In case no market regulations are established, the growth of air 
transport emissions will become so huge, that in the mid-century a year budget of the world CO2 emissions will be 
spent, meaning the budget that would hold the global warm- ing on level 2 °C or lower. Air transport causes noise 
pollution, making it almost impossible to find an inland place not to be reached by air transport. It also pollutes air 
and water, causes lead emissions and radiation exposure.

video link on demand



Horizontalis 
film / installation by Michal Kindernay & Louise K Wilson
Meetings ET4U, West Jutland, Denmark, 2019,

The audiovisual essay explores the Danish part of Jutland from the view of both a living eye and an inanimate  
object. The horizontal line of the water surface represents a penetrable borderline between the world of people and 
the world of nature, bubbling with rippling reflections of the outer realities while accompanied with wind, voice and 
silence blasts. 
video link on demand



Sounds / Codes / Images – Audio Experimentation in the Visual Arts
sound installations – Soundmaps, Soundfield #2
Prague City Gallery, Stone Bell House, Prague, Czech Republic, 2019

The strings sound through the intertwined networks of invisible and inaudible electromagnetic signals. At every 
corner of the Stone Bell house, threads of invisible frequencies are reflected, merged, emitted by electrical networks 
and equipment. They are common, but in vertain spectrum they become very noisy gallery equipment.

(Starring: power lines, sockets, lights, security cameras, LCD screens, projectors, amplifiers, mains wiring, electrical 
appliances in utility rooms and cubicles, and more)

https://vimeo.com/407882589



Pamět zvukových obrazů / The Memory of sonic images 
Laterna magika: (De)construction and (Re)invention
House of Arts, Brno, Czech Republic, 2019

The sound and video generated installation modifies the archive materials of Laterna Magika and monitors their 
contexts. It examines the relationships of audio and video recordings through their archiving, deconstruction and 
digitization. It arises in the context of the current urgency of creation, networking and mediation of archives and 
research of the archiving process itself including innovative approaches, structuralisation and media archeology. 
The Sound Image Memory project is perhaps the answer to some of the questions, or rather a metaphorical com-
mentary on the process of transforming magical sounds and images on magnetic or optical tapes into an infinitely 
varied digital matrix.

Recordings used in the installation are existing sound letters, specific messages sent by engineers, authors of 
Polyekran, from Brussels to Prague during the Expo 58. Unique sound letters flew back and forth through the iron 
curtain. In the exhibition they travel through the multichannel sound system and slowly decay, disappear in digital 
murmuring.

The result of the installation, conceived in several parts, each with specific processes whose outputs are influ-
enced hierarchically, results in a sound image, which results from the synthesis of variations of destroyed sound 
recordings and is stored in the system memory. The system itself operates on the basis of feedback. Degradation 
processes are layered in space, transferring information from medium to medium and eventually returning it to the 
source, the cycle is repeated.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5916787/video/460053839
 



Till something happens 
Calendarium Caelli
Group exhibition - Michal Kindernay, Pavel Havrda, Jana Mercogliano
GAMU, Prague, Czech Republic, 2019

The processes and mechanisms of nature and society follow certain rules. But what happens when equilibrium 
is disturbed? Can small, invisible changes cause chaos? The artists reflect on these questions and exhibit their 
thoughts in real time within the gallery space.



On June 10. 6 in Vršany open pit mines 
laser intervention
Created as part of the Art for Climate project, 2018

On June 10 2018, we took an action at the foot of the Vršany opet pit mines. Using laser technology we projected 
the names of the extinct villages that were once there. On the current territory of the open pit mines Vršany used to 
be located: Ervěnice († 1957 - 1988), Vršany († 1978), Holešice († 1979), Pohlody († 1979), Nové Sedlo nad Bílinou 
(† 1975) and others. In the districts of Most and Chomutov, more than one hundred settlements disappeared during 
the second half of the 20th century, the local settlement structure is one of the most disturbed in the Czech Repub-
lic. Almost half of all the villages in the region had to retreat to lignite mining, others had to retreat to water tanks, 
industrial areas or the destruction was caused by a result of the expulsion of Czech Germans. Just because of open 
pit brown coal mining, over 67,000 people lost their homes (according to population figures in 1950). There was also 
a demolition of the historic and valuable old city Most, which had 30,000 inhabitants before the war.

Concept, photographs: Michal Kindernay
Collaboration: Matěj Šenkyřík, Lenka Kerdová, Lenka Kukurová
Thanks to: IIM, Frontiers of Solitude



Insection 
video, 3 min, 2018
Dreamland - LongIsland gallery, Praha, Czech Republic
 23rd Ji.hlava International Documentary Film Festival, Jihlava, Czech Republic
Le Meilleur de Slon 2018, Cinema Elvire Popesco, Bucharest, Romania

The slow movement of various species of insect in an abstract, brightly lit setting creates suggestive allusions to 
incontrollable chaos, apathy, and the decay of social structures. The minimalist visual imagery is accompanied by 
ambient music that works with realistic sound and static.

video link on demand



Transformation / Vapours / Melanosis 
screening of film essay
Kruh Architecture festival, Prague
International Documentary Film Festival, Jihlava
FKSE - Fiatal Képzőművészek Stúdiója Egyesület, Budapest, Hungary, 2018

An essay focusing on the topic of the exploitation of natural resources has as its primary theme water, showing its 
forms and changes in the chain of industry. The deep soundtrack is as dark as dirty water leaking from a power plant 
and, together with images of industry, evokes a sense of ecological anxiety. (The film was iniciated by the interdis-
cilinary art & ecology project Frontiers of Solitude.)

https://vimeo.com/241300592
password: homeostasis



V poměru k času 
solo exhibition, audiovisual installation, 4 channel sound, prints
guest: Tomáš Hrůza
Galerie Off Format, Brno, Czech Republic

Oko kamery, sluch a cit nejrůznějších snímacích senzorů, percepce zpracovaná digitálním nervem a v podobě 
časosběrného záznamu otištěná do paměti fotografie, videa, sonické intervence či multimediální instalace. Michal 
Kindernay nechává tyto umělé organismy vnímat své okolí celé hodiny, dny, měsíce, aktuální projekt Heliofilie míří k 
metě uzavřeného cyklu jednoho roku.

Pozornost autorovy „technologické paže“ se nejčastěji obrací k atmosférickým jevům. Zaznamenává proměny 
světelných podmínek, sílu větru, zvuky a vlhkost, někdy i procesy lidskými smysly opomíjené jako signály elektro-
magnetické sféry či různé formy znečištění. Vedle toho ale i pohyby rostlin v uhrančivých sumarizujících videích, 
chování a jednání lidí (těch problematických protějšků i součástek přírody), urbánní situace… Tyto jevy se tak stávají 
spolutvůrci díla a modelují jeho výslednou podobu zdánlivě nezávisle na umělci a jeho subjektivitě. Nicméně os-
obnost autora se do tohoto kvazi-vědního monitoringu promítá mnoha způsoby. Formulací konceptu, konstelací 
učiněných rozhodnutí a nastavených podmínek. Také snímací aparáty většinou neskrývají svůj DIY charakter 
prodchnutý polidšťujícím kutilstvím, hravostí a humorem. Někdy do akcí pronikají i prvky performance či tělové akce, 
to když na videu sledujeme autora s rozpjatými  křídly antén, jak se ubírá živou ulicí či osaměle putuje polní ces-
tou. Kindernay tak definoval svou svébytnou tvůrčí formu a na tomto principu vznikly i tisky a projekce modravých 
sloupců, prezentované v galerii OFF/FORMAT. Ukazují záznamy oblohy snímané v rytmu tří sekvencí za minutu z 
okna autorova ateliéru, přičemž každý z nich představuje jeden měsíc. Tisk sytých pestrých barev je zas zápisem 
všednodenního běhu autorova osobního života. Co toto Kindernayovské prisma umožňuje nám? Vnímat velkolepé 
drama nad našimi hlavami a okolo nás,  naplnit si jím smysly a dráždit představivost. Konfrontovat přirozeně ply-
noucí přírodní čas s tím naším, nerovnoměrným a abstraktním. Prožít křehkou vzájemnost ekosystémů a uvědomit 
si naši závislost, sledovat intervence civilizačních vlivů. Či metafyzičtěji lapat stíny struktury universa za chaosem 
živlů?



Vzduch -Pohyb -Zvuk 
in cooperation with Centre for Contemporary Architecture and within the Active Public Space project
studies & interventions in Náměstí I.P.Pavlova
exhibition in Kvalitář gallery, Prague, Czech Republic

The exhibition Active Public Space presented architectural projects demonstrative of the visions how near future cities could 
eventually function. The cornerstone of this shift should primarily involve smart technologies coupled with straightforward ap-
proval processes leading to their swift implementation. For long, this theme has permeated the work of Centre for Central Eu-
ropean Architecture, which among other things supports the effort for a transformation of the Prague Magistrála into a quality 
urban boulevard. Air-movement- sound is an exemplary interdisciplinary project, initiated by CCEA MOBA in collaboration with 
new media artist Michal Kindernay. In his installation, Kindernay reflects on the changing degree of air pollution and noise smog 
at the I. P. Pavlova overloaded crossing through which over 50000 commuters pass daily. In pursuit of better understanding the 
city’s structure as an organized whole, he generates maps of sound patterns of select urban environments. In another series, 
Kindernay creates 24-hour videos, capturing individual streets plagued by concentrated motorized traffic. Comparatively, the 
instance when there aren’t any moving vehicles in the frame is to the 24-hour footage but a couple thousandth.



Sounding, resonating, vibrating 
international group exhibition
audio installation
Galerie Sokolská, Ostrava, Czech Republic

The exhibition named Sounding, resonating and vibrating, which is prepared by the association of Bludný Kámen 
at various venues in Ostrava and Opava, enables its spectators to appreciate the autonomy of various sound sur-
rounds. Nevertheless, the main aim is to discover for the spectators the possibility to hear old sounds in silence or 
appreciate the unknown silence in the noise.  (more: http://bludnykamen.cz/bk/znejici-rezonujici-vibrujici-sounding-
resonating-vibrating/)



Epiphany – Frontiers of Solitude 
international group exhibition
video installation - Cargo
DUUL, House of Art in Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic

The exhibition presents several works that were produced by artists participating in the first stage of the project 
(Elvar Már Kjartanson, Pavel Mrkus, Robert Vlasák, Martin Zet, Vladimír Turner, Julia Martin). In this extended form, 
the project focus shifts to both local and global contexts through a selection of works by several artists, whose ap-
proach resonates with issues that the project raises: Steina Vasulka [IS], Layla Curtis [UK], Paul Chanye [UK] and 
Michal Kindernay. These works are enriched by a few contextual interventions and artifacts, such as a selection 
of apocalyptic documentary photography from the series of Ore Mountains landscapes by Josef Koudelka (Black 
Triangle, 1990-94), as well as a stage-design-like intervention by JSD - Peerless Brotherhood of the Holy Nurture 
collective. The exhibition outlines the cross-connections among various social, psychological, mythical, economic 
and cultural landscapes. The works reflect the process of a larger-scale globalization and touch not just upon the 
perspectives of geology, meteorology, energy and ethics, but also try to penetrate into the lower depths of the de-
monology of the 21st-century landscape.

https://vimeo.com/174367898



Pozorování / Observing 
solo exhibition / installation, 2015
Galerie města Blanska, Czech Republic

I draw on the sound map of the city. Silently, along quiet places. Quickly, over the loud and shrill. I divide sound 
drawings into those that are intertwined threads and those that are indicated by traces. The threads are not linear; I 
hear them in roots, rhizomes, urban mycelium. Traces are on every step, they form urban structures; they trace the 
streets, quarters and housing estates. I hear their calm zones and also the noise barriers. I search for shortcuts from 
the system, how not to collide with the sound veins of the city, how to penetrate the organic structure. As a walker 
/ urban hunter during the tracking the quietude / an animal, I search for easily overlooked imprints of sounds in the 
urban noise and the colors of the endangered sound spectrums.

The Art of Urban Interference 
group show, 2016
sound drawings / sound sculpture
Apollonia - european art exchanges, Strasbourg, France

One of the goals of the exhibition is to provide a starting point for long-term trans disciplinary developments and a 
mutual enrichment concerning the established and emerging genres and practices, as well as to the foster the col-
laboration between artists, citizens and communities.



Heliofilie 
exhibition / generative instalation / photographs, 2015
Galerie Dům, Broumov, CZ
http://galeriedum.cz/cs/michal-kindernay

On the situation in the gallery richly full of light reacts series of various records of light and shadows in memory. 
Gradual transformations and structures of light are in generative installation translated into intimate projection light-
ing. Daylight view defines temporality of sensing its own image of the sky and then its footprint in the inverse part 
of the installation. Digitally exposed time lapse image – a sign of spiritual background is bounded by the time of 
daily sunrise and sunset. The days lengthen, shorten, copy daily traces of the sun, which draws. Light information is 
recorded in the pixel array, in memory, in the folds of a human existence in space. Resolution of  the image of light 
is constantly growing and interpretation is changing.

The study of daylighting, cutouts of the gallery space can be read; they capture / reveal micro-dramatic events be-
hind the window, that hidden what compiles long natural processes.



Prague Threads 
sound maps / drawings, 2014
Realized within the Vs.Interpretation festival organized by Agosto Foundation

I draw on the sound map of the city. Silently, along quiet places. Quickly, over the loud and shrill. I divide sound 
drawings into those that are intertwined threads and those that are indicated by traces. The threads are not linear; I 
hear them in roots, rhizomes, urban mycelium. Traces are on every step, they form urban structures; they trace the 
streets, quarters and housing estates. I hear their calm zones and also the noise barriers. I search for shortcuts from 
the system, how not to collide with the sound veins of the city, how to penetrate the organic structure. As a walker 
/ urban hunter during the tracking the quietude / an animal, I search for easily overlooked imprints of sounds in the 
urban noise and the colors of the endangered sound spectrums.

Budapest Threads 
“Sound drawings of the city”
sound maps / drawings
Visegrad Portraits 2014 | TRAFÓ House of Contemporary Arts

Sound mapping included listening and walking in the city, cap-
turing sounds, searching for silence, escaping the city noise. 
Equipped with recorders, gps and special sensing electronics I 
made drawings of different city within the city. Results consisted 
large size drawings.



Viditelnost 
solo exhibition
Malá Gallery / Armaturka, Ústí nad Labem, CZ

Installation is exposed to light through the initiative transmits outdoor environment into a closed interior gallery. 
Cameras and sensors, observing the sky, gather in a given longterm timeframe climate information, creating an 
unique visual record of the weather. Real “image of the urban landscape” gradually generates into abstract visual 
composition, based on the daily temperature, humidity, light and pollution levels of its environment. Installation im-
age gradually increase and supplement depending on the collected information. 

Post Scriptum 
Michal Kindernay & Hannes Höelzl & Christian Friedrich Schiller 
Eppan, St. Pauls, Bolzano, Italy

Live-Video - Michal Kindernay - Prague
Composition / Organ - Christian Friedrich Schiller - Graz
Composition / Computermusic - Hannes Hölzl - Andrian/Berlin



Imagograph 
Michal Kindernay, Ondřej Vavrečka
audiovisual installation, video, prints, objects
FIELDS, Arsenals, Riga
http://rixc.org/fields/en/exhibition/4/Michal_Kindernay_Ondrej_Vavrecka/

Imagosphere is an interdisciplinary project that links art and science in its own idiosyncratic way. We coin the term 
„imagosphere“, that signifies invisible and inaudible phenomena in which is sunk all the living kind. It comprises on 
scientific side electromagnetic waves (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, radio waves, wireless camera circuits, GSM nets etc.) and 
on the „other“ side electric „ghosts“, hallucinations and – at last, but not least – artistic performance with our DIY 
self-constructed machine called Imagograph. 

We use this machine, that allows to measure, sonify and visualize inaudible and invisible, both to precisely mea-
sure the intensity of wide range of electromagnetic waves (100 MHz – 6 GHz) and to create the artistic images, 
urban maps, „wavelength carpets“, etc. using obtained measured data. We also perform theatre-like walks carrying 
the Imagograph on our back with live sonification and visualization of above mentioned phenomena. The walk-
performances include reciting texts that draw the attention to electro-smog and excessive and unreflected use of 
cell phones and Wi-Fi and other devices. Another important part on the performance is a friendly-to-environment 
delimitation of electromagnetic fields into living space of the city and thematising of electromagnetism with artistic 
comprehensibly and proximity.



HEATING IN THE LANDSCAPE
Michal Kindernay
sound installation, prints, photo
In the Beginning Was Silence (group exhibition), The Gallery of the City of Pilsen, CZ

Under the relief of the Icelandic landscape is a “hot spot”. Its geothermal energy heats up most of Icelandic houses, spas, green-
houses, factories, but also some sidewalks or roads. Iceland- ers have underground power in their own blood. In tap water you 
can smell sulfur. The water from the hot spring comes usually one to two kilometers from the underground. The system of pipes 
that leads across the whole island exceeds 2,700 km. Organic pipeline network connects social life in Iceland. Geothermal heat 
pulses in everyday communication.



Wind*Cam (aka Wind*Box)
Michal Kindernay
apparatus, video, object
TIK, Brussels, Belgiium
http://yo-yo-yo.org/windcam.html

Wind*box comes from a family of specially developed camera boxes. In case of the Wind*box, the wind is recorded, stored 
and projected inside the device. According to the Time Inventors’ Kabinet organized in Brussels, the wind camera is modular 
and alternates with a mobile wind clock. Images and sounds are captured according to the units of the wind time. The frames 
cumulated in layers reflect the intensity of the wind, fading and spatializing an image according to the stagnation of the wind etc. 

The final sequences are projected inside the box. The stored images can be viewed with a much more natural rhythm, very 
distinct from the standard frame rates of consumer devices, through a very small hole. As with all black boxes, you never know 
what it is doing, capturing or projecting. It is a mobile, self-dependent container living according to its own rules in accordance 
with natural wind phenomena. Wind*Cam was part of Time Inventors’ Kabinet project. 



CAMERA ALTERA 
Michal Kindernay
device, video, object
GAMU, Prague
Device Art, Zagreb, Croatia
http://yo-yo-yo.org/camera_altera.html

“Camera Altera” project is about the development of a sensory audio- visual tool. It is a compact apparatus equipped with a 
camera, microphone, sensors and additional components. It is a comprehensive tool that analyzes its environment and captures 
video and audio material in an autonomous way. It is very sensitive to light, temperature, humidity, sound, wind and relative air 
quality. It is able to perceive sensitive atmosphere of the place of its location. A number of processes and settings determines at 
what point and how the “Camera Altera” takes audiovisual diary entries. All the data are also evaluated and the recording system 
includes feedback. The device studies the “quality” of its user ́s environment, watching extreme, static and significant changes 
as well as stagnation in the measured values. Their analysis then subsequently decide at what intervals the camera starts again.

The project has its ecological and social aspects. It calls for the alternative ways of measuring the quality of the environment 
and encourages artists to comment on this issue. It also demonstrates against consumerism of technical apparatus dictating 
normalized function and aesthetics.

An important factor is that Camera Altera is a personal tool. User creates a special relationship to it. It becomes a part of his en-
vironment. Its consequences are changing then. Sketchy recordings of the day, stored in a “magic box” acquire another dimen-
sion. Ideally Camera Altera makes evening screenings through a small hole or whispers an ambient broadcasting. The profile 
itself depends primarily on how the Camera Altera is used, what creative potential and importance it gains.

Project was realised within the frame of SGS grant in CAS FAMU.





FRA #2
The Society of Algorithm
Michal Kindernay & Guy van Belle
ESC Graz, Austria, 2011
interactive installation

A small elektro poetry study
for computer, arduino interface, a network with a distributed number of wind clocks

Starting from a thought that occured at one time, last week, but that does not matter
That dynamics afford structuration, and not the other way round
And so time changes, effect information, and so do utterances
Create their own semantics, beyond a limited anthropomorphic understanding?

Will the wind ever remember
The names it has blown in the past
And with his crutch, its old age, and its wisdom
It whispers no, this will be the last
And the wind cries ...

ESC Graz, 120408. for TIK. The Society of Algorithm.



Angular Momentum
Michal Kindernay & Signe Liden
interactive installation
Entrée gallery, Norway, 2010

Kindernay and Liden makes metal sing and moments of momentum seeable. The installation is built up by resonated 
metal objects embodied by strips of interacting images. The objects are both microphones and speakers and their 
feedback agitates continuously new layers of sound. The singing, hauling, droning scrap metal modulates numerous 
of moving pictures that are projected on the objects. Natural patterns mutating in abstract generative forms. Some-
times the sound draws and the image sounds. Tiny granular insects revive contemplative wired environment.


